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Anne (3 ½ day week)
* Dave and I spent all day Wednesday at Archives II reviewing Warren Commission exhibits and FBI
exhibits relative to issues 15, 16, 17, 19, 24 and 25.
* I continued working on issue 23. Kathleen Cunningham provided some addresses and telephone
numbers and offered to provide more if we need them. FINCEN called and said they’ve processed
more of our requests and will send the results in a few days.
* Dave and I spent Monday afternoon at Archives II for a presentation by Steve Tilley.
* I conducted a telephone interview of Ed Butler, Executive Director of The Information Council of
the America’s Inc. (INCA) concerning records he has that may be assassination records. See Call
Report dated 11/2/95 at Gum Shoe issue 8.

Dave
* Followed up with Mark Oakes about restrictions on his donation of video taped interviews of Dealey
Plaza witnesses and supporting documentation. I worked with Anne Buttimer and Jeremy Gunn toward
establishing a policy regarding restrictions. See Gum Shoe Issue #9.
* Received information from Mark Oakes concerning the Patsy Paschall film, camera and camera case.
She received national headline coverage this week and is attempting to sell her original film which she
says has never been copied in its entirety. Attempts are underway to establish contact with Paschall
regarding these records. See Gumshoe Issue #9.
* Performed physical accountability of all Nix and Muchmore film housed in the Cold Storage Security
Area of Archives II. The 8mm Muchmore film is most likely the out of camera original or a lab copy. I
am arranging a test of the film through an Archives source. Acquisition of the original accession file for
all the Muchmore material is underway in order to establish chain of custody for the original film. See
Gum Shoe Issue #9.
* Viewed the 16mm blowup of the Original ORSK 8mm Muchmore film at Archives II. I noted several
observations about the film. See Gum Shoe Issue #9.

* Followed Up with Special Assistant to the Director William L. Thompson concerning the copy of a paper
depicting the analysis of the Nix, Muchmore and Zapruder films found within the Los Alamos facility.
Their archivist stated on 10/18/95 that the record would be forwarded to the Board for addition to the
Collection. No response received yet. See Gum Shoe Issue #41.
* Postponed trip to Bettmann Archives until finalized details can be worked out on the ARRB end. I will
contact the Archive Assistant Director again when I have a definitive date established. See Gum Shoe
Issue #41.

